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Abstract: 

The problem of dynamic provisioning of optical channels in a DWDM optical network is 
considered. Methodologies and associated algorithms for lightpath computation are outlined. 
We present and compare the performance of two different schemes for provisioning of the 
optical channels. The first scheme is a simple semi-dynamic constraint-based routing and 
wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm that compute solutions to three sub-problems: (a) The 
routing problem; (b) The constraint-based shortest route selection problem; (c) The wavelength 
assignment problem. The second scheme is a more dynamic algorithm where both components, 
routing and wavelength assignment, are considered simultaneously. A new cost definition of 
optical links is introduced and two new path selections schemes are presented for the full
dynamic RW A. The performance of theses selections algorithms is compared by simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If predictions of exponential growth in Internet-related traffic over the next decade 
hold true, a network 100 times the size of today's voice network will be needed-with 
voice relegated to a 1 percent minority share of a 99 percent data-dominated network. 
What kind of technology can best meet these demands to deliver such a "network of 
networks"; take the most widely talked about data networking protocol-IP-and 
combine it with the ultimate in bandwidth provisioning-DWDM-to realize the ultimate 
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"blend" of hot technologies. The vision of a hybrid IP-centric optical Internet have 
captured the imagination of researcher and network planners alike since the rapid and 
successful commercialization ofDWDM in the early-mid 1990s. Such a network will 
take advantage of the massive raw bandwidth afforded by dense wavelength division 
multiplexing (DWDM) in its core. 

Communication system suppliers are advertising DWDM transmission systems with 
capacities greater than 1 TIs over a single fiber by means of multiplexing more than a 
hundred channels at 10 Gb/s each. Much of this capacity growth has been in point-to
point long-distance backbone transmission. Over the last few years, DWDM has 
proven to be a cost-effective means of increasing the bandwidth of installed fiber 
plant. While the technology originally only served to increase the size of the fiber 
spans, it is quickly becoming the foundation for networks that will offer customers a 
new class of high-bandwidth and broadband capabilities. 

No doubt about it, DWDM-based optical networking will change every thing. The 
myriad innovations in dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) technology 
that increase the number of wavelengths, generate more bandwidth, send multi-gigabit 
signals faster and longer distances, dense WDM add/drop multiplexers (ADMs), 
wideband optical amplifiers, and those enabling optical layer cross-connects (OLXCs) 
- with the ability to add, drop, and in effect construct wavelength-switched and 
wavelength-routed networks are moving us towards this point. These innovations are 
now beginning to shift the focus more toward optical networking and network-level 
issues. As such, it presents an attractive opportunity to evolve DWDM technology 
toward an optical networking infrastructure with transport, multiplexing, switching, 
routing, survivability, bandwidth provisioning, and performance monitoring, all 
supported at the optical layer. 

Now that the basic building blocks are available for building such a "network of 
networks", the key innovations will come from adding intelligence that enables the 
inter- working of all the network elements (Routers, A TM switches, DWDM 
transmission systems and (OLXCs). The IETF has already addressed the interworking 
of routers and optical switches through the Multi-protocol lambda switching (MPAS) 
initiative [1]. The main goal of this initiative is to provide a framework for real-time 
provisioning of optical channels, through combining recent advances in Multi
protocol label switching (MPLS) traffic-engineering control plane with emerging 
optical switching technology in a hybrid IP-centric optical network. 

Dynamic wavelength provisioning, that is the focus of this paper, will enable service 
providers to light up new connections faster than their competitors. Activation times 
will drop from months to minutes. While the idea of bandwidth-on-demand is 
certainly not new, existing networks do not support real-time provisioning. Current 
provisioning of bandwidth is painstakingly static and cumbersome process. 
Provisioning a cross-country OC-48 service is extremely manual, involves complex 
network planning and roll-out activities, and generally takes several months to 
accomplish. 
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This paper considers the problem of dynamic provisioning of optical channels in a 
hybrid IP-centric DWDM-based networking model. Methodologies and associated 
algorithms for dynamic lightpath computation are outlined. We present and compare 
the performance of two different schemes for dynamic provisioning of the optical 
channels. The frrst scheme simplifies the complex problem of dynamic provisioning 
of optical channels by using a simple semi-dynamic constraint-based routing and 
wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm that compute solutions to three sub
problems: (a) The routing problem; (b) The constraint-based shortest route selection 
problem; (c) The wavelength assignment problem Unlike the conventional RWA 
problem used in most algorithms, which is often de-coupled into the routing sub
problem and wavelength assignment sub-problem, the second scheme integrate both 
the routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems into a single dynamic constraint
based routing problem. Both algorithms are based on a fully distributed 
implementation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 presents an 
overview for the routing and wavelength assignment. Section 3 outlines the network 
modeled. In Section 4, we present and compare the performance of two different 
schemes for dynamic provisioning of the optical channels. Section 5 presents the 
simulation results. Finally, Section 6 offers summary and conclusion. 

2. ROUTING AND WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT 
PROBLEM: 

Given a set of connections, the problem of setting up lightpaths by routing and 
assigning a wavelength to each connection is called the Routing and Wavelength
Assignment (RW A) problem [2]. Typically, connection requests may be of three 
types: static, incremental, and dynamic [2]. With static traffic the entire set of 
connections is known in advance, and the problem is then to set up lightpaths for these 
connections in a global fashion while minimizing network resources utilization such 
as the number of wavelengths or the number of fibers in the network. The RWA 
problem for static traffic is known as the Static Lightpath Establishment (SLE) 
problem. In the incremental traffic case, connection requests arrive sequentially, a 
lightpath is established for each connection, and the lightpath remains in the network 
indefinitely. For the case of dynamic traffic, a lightpath is set up for each connection 
request as it arrives, and the lightpath is released after some finite amount of time. The 
objective in the incremental and dynamic traffic case is to set up lightpaths and to 
assign wavelengths in a manner that minimizes the amount of connections blocking, 
or that maximizes the number of connections that are established in the network at any 
time. This problem is referred as Dynamic Lightpath Establishment (OLE) problem It 
can easily be shown that the optimal RW A problem is NP-complete by using the 
results of [3] on static lightpath establishment and by restricting the general problem 
to tree topologies. An integer programming formulation of the optimal RW A problem 
in presence of deterministic traffic can be found [4], while in [5] a similar formulation 
combined with randomized rounding has been presented. 
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In setting up a lightpath in the case of dynamic traffic, a route must be selected and a 
wavelength must be assigned to the lightpath. The combined routing and wavelength 
assignment is difficult to solve and it can be simplified by de-coupling the problem 
into three separate sub-problems: 

3. THE NETWORK MODELED 

In the network model considered here, IF routers are attached to an optical core 
network. The optical network consists of multiple optical layer cross-connects 
(OLXCs) interconnected via WDM links in a general mesh topology. The IP are 
clients of the optical network and are connected to their peers over dynamically 
switched optical paths (lightpaths) spanning potentially multiple OLXCs. The optical 
network essentially provides point-to-point connectivity between routers in the form 
of fixed-bandwidth circuits (lightpaths). The topology considered here is assumed to 
change dynamically. Consequently, an integrated constraint-based RWA protocol is 
required to for dynamic provisioning of lightpaths. 

A lightpath is a fixed bandwidth connection between two network elements such as IF 
routers established via the OLXCs. Two IP routers are logically connected to each 
other by a single-hop channel. This logical channel is the so-called lightpath. A 
continuous lightpath is a path that uses the same wavelength on all links along the 
whole route form source-to-destination. 

Each OLXC can switch high-speed optical signals (e.g. OC-48, OC-192) at a given 
wavelength from one of its input ports to one of its output ports, without undergoing 
Opto-electronic conversion. The switching fabric may be purely optical or electrical 
or a combination. In this work, we assume that the switching fabric is purely optical 
and that none of the OLXCs has wavelength conversion capability (all-optical 
wavelength-conversion is an immature/expensive technology). Each adjacent node 
pair is connected through a bi-directional physical link consisting of two pairs of 
unidirectional fiber. 

The next section focuses on various approaches to routing connection requests in an 
optical network under dynamic traffic. 
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4. DYNAMIC PROVISIONING OF OPTICAL 
CHANNELS 

4.1 Semi-Dynamic constraint-based RW A Scheme 

To simplify the complex RWA problem, we develop a simple dynamic constraint
based routing and wavelength assignment algorithm that compute solutions to three 
sub-problems: 

• The routing problem. 
• The constraint-based shortest route selection problem. 
• The wavelength assignment problem. 

A: The routing problem: 

The semi-dynamic approach is based on the static routing, where each source
destination pair is assigned a set of pre-computed paths, and this set may be searched 
in a fixed or adaptive order to fmd an available path at the time of connection request. 
Static routing based RWA is a constraint path selection in which a path is selected 
from the predetermined set of alternate candidate paths. For example, these candidate 
paths may include the shortest-path route, the second-shortest-path route, the third
shortest-path route, etc. 

The static routing based RWA provides simplicity of control for setting up and 
tearing down lightpaths, and it may also be used to provide some degree of fault 
tolerance upon link failure. 

We studied the performance of two routing selection algorithms the klink-disjoint 
paths and the k best routes. 

A -1: The k link-disjoint paths: 

In this first approach, the alternate routes should be link-disjoint. Two alternate routes 
between a source S and a destination D cannot share any links. This routing approach 
provides a straightforward approach to handling protection. The set of shortest paths 
(k) between all node pairs is computed in advance and stored in routing tables at each 
node. Figure l.a illustrates a primary route (solid line) from node A to node D, and an 
alternate route (dashed line) from node A to node D for the source destination pair A 
and D, in this case we have only two alternate link-disjoint-path routes. 

A-2: The k best routes: 
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This approach determines the k best routes for a source-destination pair. Two alternate 
routes should differ in at least one link. The following "shortest-route" method is 
useful for obtaining k best routes when k is small. Given the shortest route from node i 
to node j, the length for each link is set, in turn, to infInity. The shortest-route problem 
is then solved for each such case. The best of these routes is the desired second best 
route in the original network. The method can be extended to the kth best route but it 
very quickly becomes computationally unfeasible. For example, to obtain the third 
best route, assume that the best route consists of m links and the second best route 
consists of n links. Then, if the fIrst and second best routes consist entirely of different 
links, the maximum number of shortest path problems to be solved will be of order 
mn, the best will be the third best route. In our case, we assume that the alternate 
routes are computed and stored off-line; hence, the computational time is not 
important. Figure l.b illustrates the 3-best routes from node A to node D. 

Figure 1 a.Shonest and second shonest path from node A to node D (link-disjoint paths) 

A 

F 
•• •• •• •• •• •• •• 

C D 

• • • • • 

Figure 1 b: the kth best routes from node A to node D (routes at least differ in one link) 
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B: The constraint-based shortest route selection problem 

To optimize the utilization of the network resources, the route with the most average 
number of available wavelengths (least-congested path) per the entire route is then 
selected out of the k-alternate routes. This is achieved by adding the number of 
available wavelengths at each link along the entire route and then dividing this 
number by the total number of links comprising the entire route. This algorithm uses 
the information stored and updated, via the link state advertisement protocol, at the 
source router's Traffic-Engineering Database (TED). 

C: The wavelength Assignment problem: 

For a given request, once a constrained shortest path is selected out of the k alternate 
routes, a wavelength assignment algorithm is invoked (on-line) to assign the 
appropriate wavelength across the entire route. Several heuristics wavelength 
assignment algorithms can be used such as Random wavelength assignment (R), First 
Fit (FF), Most Used (MU), least-loaded (LL), and Max-Sum algorithms [6]. The 
implementation of these algorithms requires the propagation of information 
throughout the network about the state of every wavelength on every link in the 
network. In our simulation, we used the MU since it is found to the best performance 
[6] 

4.2 Dynamic Constraint-based RW A Scheme 

In dynamic routing, the route from a source node to a destination node is chosen 
dynamically, depending on the network states determined by the set of connections 
that are currently in progress. We considered the RWA problem in multi-fiber 
networks under dynamic traffic (calls arrive to and depart from the network 
randomly). Mapped into the layered-graph, the difference of RWA single-fiber and 
multi-fiber networks is significant. 

In single-fiber networks, the algorithm attempts to fmd a path with the lowest cost for 
a connection request. The cost associated with each edge may be based on physical 
length of the corresponding link if the propagation delay is a concern, or the cost can 
be set to 1 for all edges if the number of nodes in a lightpath is to be minimized. If one 
edge is used, its cost will be infinite. In multiple-fiber networks the defmition of cost 
function for each edge is much more complex. A good algorithm should utilize the 
network resources effectively (fibers and wavelengths). In layered-graph there are 
different cost functions corresponding to different resource assignment strategy. 

We model the physical WDM network consisting of w wavelengths on each link as a 

graph G, which in turn is represented by w wavelengths-graphs (or WG's), one for 
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each wavelength. More specifically, every link in G can be thought of as being 

decomposed into w links, one in each graph WG i (1 i w). 

The algorithms are proposed for dynamic routing and wavelength assignments in 
Multiple-fiber wavelength division multiplexing all-optical network. By virtue of 
layered-graph, routing and wavelength assignment can be considered simultaneously. 

Figure 2 represents a simple network, where two neighboring oxes are connected by 
N fibers. Figure 3 represents the layered graph model for the network shown in figure 
2 with two wavelengths per fiber. We assign a weight to each link at every directed 

graph WGi , a weight basically is the inverse of the number of available fibers 

between two nodes; hence, initially all links are initialized with equal weights. 

Multiple fibers between 2 nodes , , , 
\ 

\ 

\ N3 
\ , 

Fig. 2. The sample network model 

2 layers corresponding to 2 wavelengths .. , ......... 
\ .... 

\ .... , 
" ........... 
" ........... , ' \ ':a. 

\ , 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

Fig. 3. The layered-graph model corresponding to Fig. 2. 

Terminal 
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Strategies and algorithms for dynamic routing and wavelength 
assignments: 

On a plane of connectivity for a given wavelength, we first calculate the shortest path 
between any pair of axe's. Given w wavelengths in the network, we calculate w (if 
possible) paths connecting the two end-points of the connection. With each path we 
associate a parameter total cost and the path with the ''best'' cost is then assigned to 
the connection. As a result, we get a combination of <Pathi, Wavelengthi>, i = 1, .. ,w, 
where we need to select an element with the best cost. 

The definition of best cost is critical for the connection assignment. In this section we 
describe three heuristic algorithms to select a path among the w layers. These 
heuristics can all be implemented as on line algorithms. 

A: minimum total cost path: 
The cost of a path between a source s and a destination d on wavelength A. j is 

n 

Cs/j with Cs/j = and <Ll'L2 •••••• ,Ln>, is the combination of 
i=1 

links for the path between s and d. C (L j ) is the cost of link 

1 
if O(L j) -< I F I 

F - O(L ) 

With F is the number of fibers per link and is the number of current 

occupied channels on link . The path with the minimum total cost (cheapest) 

Csd A, is selected and assigned to the connection. 

B- Minimum average cost: 

The cost along the path is given by: 
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n 

C Aj = ..,:.i=:;,:.I_--:-_ 

sd Yn 
With n is the total number of links along the path between the source s and the 
destination d. the path selection is based on searching for a path with the least average 
cost and minimum number of hops among the shortest paths fourtd on all directed 
graphs. 
Figure 4.a shows an example for illustration; clearly the connection is routed here on 

A j' although the path on Ai has smaller total cost however the average total cost on 

Aj is smaller. We assign here the path with minimum average cost hence avoiding 

assigning longer paths, thus minimizing the waste of resources. 

c- Future-based cost: 

Another approach for the selection of a path could be based on finding the future cost 
if the assignment were to happen on this path and the path with minimum future cost 
is a good candidate to be assigned. 

i=1 

Where is obtained by decrementing the number of channels on each 

link by one. The future cost algorithm forwards connections on links where more 
resources are available. It tries to balance the load all over the network. Figure 4.b 

shows an example for illustration, clearly the connection is routed here on Ai' After 

assigning a path, we change the weight of the links along this path on the appropriate 
graph by basically decrementing the number of available channels on a link by one. 

Fig. 4 lllustration example 
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON: 

We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms on the NSFNet network 
shown in figure 5; the NSFNet consists of 14 nodes and 21 links. We assume that each 
link in the network has N fibers, and each fiber has the same number of wavelength 
(W). A connection between 2 nodes is assumed to be bi-directional, 1 link for each 
direction. 

We use a dynamic traffic model in which call requests arrive at each node according 
to a Poisson process with a network arrival rate A.. An arrival session is equally likely 
to be destined to any node in the network. The session holding time is exponentially 
distributed with mean l/J.I.. The blocking probability is the metric used to evaluate the 
network performance. 

First we examine the performance of the dynamic routing and wavelength assignment 
and compare the performance against the static routing (discussed in section 3) with k 
= 4 (number of alternate paths). Figure 6 shows the performance improvement that 
adaptive routing introduces. The simulation is run on the NSF network where we have 
1 fiberllink between 2 adjacent nodes and 8 wavelengths per fiber. 

I 
I 

Fig. 5. NSFNet network 

Static Routing YS . Dynamic Routing in NSFNe' 

o .• 

0.' 

0.2 

Arrival Rate 

Fig. 6. Dynamic vs. Static Routing 
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Clearly, the k-best route scheme shows better performance over the k-link disjoint 
scheme. This is due to the fact that the ftrst one provides a richer set of routes than the 
second one that always gives as many routes as the number of interfaces (which is 
most of the time less than k). 

However, the simulation shows a better performance for the dynamic case. In the frrst 
case (static) a route between any s-d pair remains unchanged as it is computed and 
saved in the routing table for the ingress node. Now although wavelength assignment 
might exhaust the resources along this path, still new calls going from s to d have to 
follow the same path causing the links along the path to be more vulnerable and 
eventually it will be very difficult for a call between s-d to fmd a single wavelength 
available along the path. This problem is avoided in the full-dynamic case since the 
routing decision is based on the current network-state. 

Two path selection schemes have been suggested in this paper. The frrst one selects 
the shortest path on each wavelength and associates an average cost with every path. 
The path among all these paths with minimum average cost is chosen. This also tries 
to choose paths with smaller number of hops. The second one introduces a future cost 
metric and selects the path with minimum future cost. This, on the other hand, routes a 
connection on a path where we have most resources. 

Figure 7 and 8 shows the simulation results for the NSF network with 2 ftbers per link 
(ftgure 7) and 4 ftbers per link (ftgure 8) and 4 wavelengths per ftber. Figure 7 shows 
the results for the case where 2 ftbers per link. Clearly, the path selection process 
based on the future cost performs the best, since always connections are routed around 
vulnerable part of the network. Figure 8 shows the same measurements but here we 
have 4 ftbers per link. In this case the performance of the future cost selection process 
is still the best along with the average cost selection scheme. Since too many 
resources are in the network, avoiding longer paths or routing around the vulnerable 
part of the network will give the same performance. 

Fig. 7. Dynamic RWA schemes in 2 
fibersllink network 

4 
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01 

Fig. 8. Dynamic RWA schemes in 4 
fibersllink network 
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6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we study the problem of dynamic lightpath computation in all-optical 
networks with the objective of maximizing network resource utilization. We first 
compare the semi-dynamic scheme and the full-dynamic RW A. The results indicate 
that full dynamic achieves better performance. Also, simulation results show that in 
semi-dynamic approach the k-best route scheme achieves better performance over the 
k-link disjoint scheme. 

Then, We propose two on-line path selection schemes, for the full-dynamic RWA, 
that haven't been proposed. Simulation results shows that Future Cost Based Selection 
is more suitable than the others since connections are always routed on links with 
more available resources. 

In our future work we intend to extend our study to hit in deep the traffic-engineering 
problem and the real time provisioning and extend the cost parameter to include the 
overhead introduced by signaling. 
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